Congratulations Class of 2022!
Undergraduate

Katelyn Acitelli
Sandra Aziz
Sarah Bird
William Boyles
Joshua Carter
Amanda Cole
Drew Connelly
Arel D’Agostino
Ruby-Jean Davis
Robbie Dubman
Benjamin Floyd
Charlie Frazier
Joe Gannon Jr.
Nicholas Gawron
Alex Griffin

Natalie Grogan
Ella Gruchacz
Grace Haley
Matthew Hefferle
Ioana Ibanescu
Daniel Katowitz
Josh Kersey
Nicholas Labaza
Mo Li
Karis Lin
Xuchen Liu
Trevor Lynch
Marlon Ma
Stephen Macropoulos
Madhusudan Madhavan
Delaney Martin
Undergraduate

Josue Martinez-Martinez
Joe Maurais
Everett Meekins
Andie Meise
Erika Newman
Hang Nguyen
Kathleen Norton
Katherine Norton
Vinhson Phan
Om Rajyaguru
Evan Prochaska
Lila Qassem
Rohak Rastogi
Johnathan Rhyne
Beth Rodgers
Ednah Sangaka
Lanz Santiaguel
Ethan Scheper
Ruixuan Shang
Grant Sherrill
Brooke Smith
Thomas Steckmann
Mason Stevens
Jack Sullivan
Sam Thornton
Devon Troester
Rachel Tucker
Hunter Wilks
Noah Wolfe
Jian Wu
Yifan Xu
Kyle Xu
Zijing Zhao
Ella Gruchacz

Applied Mathematics
Xuchen Liu

Applied Mathematics
(Financial Mathematics Concentration)
Trevor Lynch

Applied Mathematics
Marlon Ma

Applied Mathematics

(Financial Mathematics Concentration)
Stephen Macropoulos

Applied Mathematics
Madhusudan Madhavan

Applied Mathematics
Josue Martinez-Martinez

Applied Mathematics
Katherine Norton

Applied Mathematics

(Financial Mathematics Concentration)
Evan Prochaska

Applied Mathematics

(Financial Mathematics Concentration)
Ethan Scheper

Applied Mathematics
Brooke Smith

Applied Mathematics

Financial Mathematics Concentration
Rachel Tucker

Applied Mathematics
Kyle Yan

Applied Mathematics

Financial Mathematics Concentration
Katelyn Acitelli

Mathematics
Sandra Aziz

Mathematics
Sarah Bird

Mathematics
Joshua Carter

Mathematics
Amanda Cole

Mathematics
Drew Connelly

Mathematics
Ruby-Jean Davis

Mathematics
Robbie Dubman

Mathematics
Charlie Frazier

Mathematics
Joe Gannon Jr.

Mathematics
Nicholas Gawron

Mathematics
Alex Griffin

Mathematics
Natalie Grogan

Mathematics
Grace Haley

Mathematics
Ioana Ibanescu

Mathematics
Daniel Katowitz

Mathematics
Josh Kersey

Mathematics
Mo Li

Mathematics
Delaney Martin

Mathematics
Erika Newman
Mathematics
Hang Nguyen

Mathematics
Kathleen Norton

Mathematics
Johnathan Rhyne

Mathematics
Beth Rodgers

Mathematics
Lanz Santiaguel

Mathematics
Ruixuan Shang

Mathematics
Thomas Steckmann

Mathematics
Mason Stevens

Mathematics
Jack Sullivan

Mathematics
Sam Thornton
Mathematics
Devon Troester

Mathematics
Hunter Wilks

Mathematics
Noah Wolfe

Mathematics
Yifan Xu

Mathematics
Master of Financial Mathematics

Jinye Cai
Adarsh Choubey
Dee Das
Kanishk Katakam
Jiayi Liu
Mehul Mehta
Alex Mink
Abhijay Shukla
Ryan Thurston, Jr.
Zenzhin Tian
Jinye Cai

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Adarsh Choubey

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Kanishk Katakam

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Jiayi Liu

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Mehul Mehta

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Abhijay Shukla

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Ryan Thurston, Jr.

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Zongxin Tian

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Yuzexi Yang

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Guoqing Zhang

Masters

Financial Mathematics
Master of Science
Applied Mathematics

Zack Bonds
Kangyi Chen
Abdelrahman Elmeliegy
Brianna Gambacini
Tyler Knapp
Alyssa Oswald
Zack Bonds

Masters

Applied Mathematics
Abdelrahman Elmeliegy

Masters

Applied Mathematics
Brianna Gambacini

Masters

Applied Mathematics
Tyler Knapp

Masters

Applied Mathematics
Alyssa Oswald

Masters

Applied Mathematics
Master of Science Mathematics

Alex Harp
Kevin Joy
Andrew Murdza
Shane Newman
Michelle Pace
Thomas Payne
Breanna Townsend
Alex Harp

Masters

Mathematics
Kevin Joy

Masters

Mathematics
Andrew Murdza
Masters
Mathematics
Shane Newman

Masters

Mathematics
Michelle Pace

Masters

Mathematics
Thomas Payne

Masters

Mathematics
Breanna Townsend

Masters in Mathematics
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Mathematics

Michael Merritt
Yvonne Niyonzima
Timothy Reid
Michael Merritt

PhD

Applied Mathematics
Yvonne Niyonzima

PhD

Applied Mathematics
Timothy Reid

PhD

Applied Mathematics
Cashous Bortner
Laura Brestensky
Robert DeYeso
Lindsey Farris
Benjamin Hollering
Isaac Sunseri
Erica Dinkins
Cashous Bortner

PhD

Mathematics
Laura Brestensky
PhD
Mathematics
Benjamin Hollering

PhD

Mathematics
Isaac Sunseri

PhD

Mathematics